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Unit – I: J2ME Overview 

 

Important Points / Definitions:  

 

 Developers can build and implement programs to control small computing devices. The 

platform is called Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME).  

 J2ME is a reduced version of the Java API and Java Virtual Machine that is designed to 

operate within the sparse resources available in the new breed of embedded computers and 

microcomputers. 

  A thick client is front-end software that contains the logic to handle a sizable amount of data 

processing for the system . A thin client is front-end software that depends on back-end 

software for much of the system processing 

 Configuration consists of the Java run-time environment and core classes that operate on each 

device.  

 A profile consists of classes that enable developers to implement features found on a related 

group of small computing devices.  

 J2ME applications referred to as a MIDlet can run on practically any mobile communications 

device that implements a JVM and MIDP  

 Wireless technology that is used in small computing devices and mobile communications 

devices is the same radio technology  

 Radio transmitters, repeaters, and receivers are organized to form a radio network that 

extends transmissions over great distances 

 The infrastructure of cellular telephone technology is the backbone of wireless small 

computing mobile communications and enables these devices to connect to traditional 

communications systems 

 Cellular telephone companies offer three types of messaging services: Short Message Service 

(SMS), Cell Broadcast Service (CBS), and Unstructured Supplementary Services Data 

(USSD). 

 All PDAs are small computing devices that contain an operating system, processor, memory, 

and a port to connect the PDA to peripherals and external computing devices 

 



 

  

Questions: 

1. Differentiate CDC and CLDC configurations? 

2. List J2ME profiles? 

3. Describe the limitations of J2ME ? 

4. What is PDA? 

5. What are the types of messaging services provided by cellular telephone companies? 

6. Write about cellular telephone network? 

7. Distingush the J2ME features from that of Java features. 

8.  What is difference between J2SE,J2EE and J2ME?  

 

 

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  

1.What is a configuration?         [C ]  

  A.  A configuration defines a set of class libraries available for a particular domain of devices. 

 B. A configuration defines a vertical (or specialized) set of classes. 

 C. A configuration defines a minimum set of class libraries for a wide range of devices. 

 D. All of the above.  

2. The RMI profile is meant to be used with:       [B] 

A. CLDC and MIDP 

B. CDC and Foundation 

C. Both A and B 

D.None 

3.What is a Profile          [C ]  

A. A profile defines a set of class libraries available for a wide range of devices. 

B. A profile defines a horizontal set of classes that a configuration can use. 

C. A profile defines the set of APIs available for a particular family of devices. 

D. A profile is the foundation for a configuration. 

4 The CDC targets devices with _______ of total memory available for the Java platform [D]  

including both RAM and flash or ROM. 

A. 160 KB 

B. 256 KB 

C. 512 KB 

D. 2 MB or More 

5.KVM  is           [A] 

A.Refers as K Virtual Machine is used with J2ME applications 

B.It is used in Java application at place of JVM 

C.Both 

D.None 

6.The Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) Profile is based on: Connected Limited Device 

Configuration (CLDC) 

7.In the CDC, user interface issues are handled by the Personal profile.  

8.A repeater  is both a radio receiver and radio transmitter, also known as a transceiver 

9.Cellular telephone networks are designed so that the signal is automatically transferred to the 

next closest base station using a technique called a hand-off 

 

http://r4r.co.in/answer/index.php?id=7286&option=J2ME%20SUB


 

 

Unit – II: J2ME Architecture and Development Environment 

Important Points / Definitions:  

 

 The J2ME architecture comprises three software layers ,first layer is the configuration layer 

that includes the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which directly interacts with the native 

operating system. 

  The second layer is the profile layer, which consists of the minimum set of application 

programming interfaces (APIs) for the small computing device. 

  The third layer is the Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP). 

 A MIDlet is a J2ME application designed to operate on an MIDP small computing device 

 Members of a MIDlet suite share resources of the host environment and share the same 

instances of Java classes and run within the same JVM 

 A MIDlet class must contain three abstract methods that are called by the application 

manager to manage the life cycle of the MIDlet. These abstract methods are startApp(), 

pauseApp(), and destroyApp(). 

 All routines executed in the MIDlet are invoked in response to an event reported to the 

MIDlet by the application manager. T 

 A Form is the most commonly invoked user interface element found in a MIDlet and is used 

to contain other user interface elements.  

 You can create your first MIDlet once the Java development kit, Connected Limited Device 

Configuration (CLDC), and Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) are installed.  

 The J2ME Wireless Toolkit is used to develop and test J2ME applications by selecting a few 

buttons from a toolbar. 

 There are best practices and patterns that you can implement in your design that overcome 

many limitations inherent in small computing devices. 

Questions : 

1. What is MIDlet and MIDlet suite ? 

2. Explain the lifecycle of MIDlet? 

3. List the software layers comprise the J2ME architecture? 

4. Define JAR file? 

5. Define JAD file? 

6. Define event Processing? 

7. Write the good practice used by J2ME to minimize the network traffic? 

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  

1. Which one of the following methods of the MIDlet abstract class must be implemented by a 

midlet:            [C] 

A.initApp,startApp 

B. startApp, destroyApp 

C. startApp, pauseApp, destroyApp 

D. initApp, startApp, pauseApp, destroyApp 



2 midlet is a Java class that extends the abstract class:      [C] 

A. javax.microedition.MIDlet 

B. javax.microedition.midlet 

C. javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet 

D. javax.microedition.midlet.midlet 

3.All MIDP GUI classes are contained in what package?      [C] 

A. javax.microedition.gui 

B. javax.microedition.lcd 

C. javax.microedition.lcdui 

D. javax.microedition.display 

4. Which exception will thrown by destroyApp() and startApp()    [A] 

A.MIDletStateChangeException 

B.MIDletDisplayException 

C.MIDLetNotCreatedException 

D.None 

5. The J2ME Wireless Toolkit is a set of tools that provides developers with an emulation 

environment, documentation and examples for developing Java applications for small devices 

6. A MIDlet suite can contain one or more MIDlets that are packed together into a single JAR 

file. 

7. The descriptor lists the archive file name, the names and class names for each MIDlet in the 

suite, and other information. 

8. The archive file contains the MIDlet classes and resource files.  

 

Unit – III: Commands, Items, and Event Processing  

Important Points / Definitions:  

 
 The J2ME Display class is the parent of Displayable. 

  The Displayable class has two subclasses of its own: Screen and Canvas.  

 The Screen class is used to create high-level J2ME displays in which the methods of its 

subclasses handle details of drawing objects such as radio buttons and check boxes 

 A form displays a number of Items.Items can be: Texfield for flexible text entry,StringItem 

for text display,ImageItem for image display,DateField for date display and 

entry,Choicegroup selectable list of text and/or images,Gauge a bargraph display of a 

numeric quantity 

 The Command class constructor requires three parameters. These are the command label, the 

command type, and the command priority. 

 Every J2ME application that creates an instance of the Command class must also create an 

instance that implements the CommandListener interface. The CommandListener is notified 

whenever the user interacts with a command by way of the commandAction() method 

 Each MIDlet that utilizes instances of the Item class within a form must have an 

itemStateChanged() method to handle state changes in these instances 

  Three use scenarios depending on Choice.type IMPLICIT selecting invokes 

command,EXCLUSIVE selecting one deselects previous,MULTIPLE selecting more than 

one possible 

 Canvas contain Methods to handle game actions and pointer events 



  The paint method provides a Graphics object having methods for painting 

  Some of the Graphics Methods are DrawLine , DrawRect ,DrawRoundRect ,FillRect 

,drawString etc 
 

Questions : 

1. List out user interfaces for J2ME application?  

2.  Illustrate the use of text field class? 

3. Write the syntax of Ticker class? 

4. Write the methods to draw an arc. 

5. Write the methods to paint the screen  

6. Create an interactive guage?  

7. Write the syntax of Command class? 

8. Difference between CommandListener and ItemListener   

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  

1. DateField class is used to         [A] 

 A. date and time 

 B. only date 

 C. only time 

 D. both b &c  
2. StringItem is used to          [ B] 
A .display string 
B. display text  
C. both a & b 
D. none  
3.Mutable Image is drawn using         [A ] 
A. methods available in graphics class  
B. methods available in canvas class  
C.Both a & b 
D. None    

4.  All MIDP implementations are required to support what image format?    [D] 
A. GIF 
B. JPG  
C. BMP  
D. PNG  
5. If a midlet needs to receive high-level events from the implementation, which interface should it  

            implement?          [B]                                   
A. ActionListener 
B. CommandListener 
C. Windows Listener  
D. ChoiceListener  

6.A Java virtual machine1 (JVM) supporting CLDC has no support for:   [D] 
A.. Floating point numbers  
B.. Reflection  
C. JNI  
D. All of the above  
7. Which of the following is an low level component      [ B] 
 A. Screen  



B. Canvas  
C. Alert 
 D. Form 

   8. commandAction  method to be defined to process command events. 
   9. keyRepeated()method allows user to select a key and holds down to repeat that key. 
  10. repaint()  method erases the images on the canvas and draws the string at the x,ycorodinates 
   11. The  ChoiceGroup class is used to create graphical user interface components like radio buttions 
       & check boxes 

 

 

 

Unit – IV: Record Management System 

Important Points / Definitions:  

 

 J2ME applications must store information in nonvolatile memory using the Record Management 

System (RMS)  

The RMS is an application programming interface that is used to store and manipulate data in a 
small computing device using a J2ME application 

 searches and sorts of records in a record store by using the RecordEnumeration interface  

 The enumerateRecords() method requires three parameters. The first is the record filter used to 

exclude records returned from the record store. The second is reference to the record 

comparator, which is a method used to compare records returned from the record store. The 

last parameter is a boolean value indicating whether or not the enumeration is automatically 

updated when changes are made to the underlying record store.RMS store data as byte arrays 

in a named RecordStore C# provides properties as a way of implementing getters and 

setters without requiring explicit method calls 

 Records within a RecordEnumeration are sorted by defining a comparator class that is an 

implementation of the RecordComparator interface. S 

 Records contained in a record store rather than sorting records in a RecordEnumeration 

 . A J2ME application supplies database access using the Java Database Connection 

(JDBC) interface contained in the JDBC application programming interface (API). 

 The JDBC interface has methods that open a connection to a database management 

system (DBMS), then transmit messages (queries) to insert, retrieve, modify, or delete 

data stored in a database. 

 . Two programming styles—referred to as Model A and Model B are used to write the 

data-access portion of a J2ME component interact with database. 

 The Model A program style is used to execute SQL requests that use the execute() or 

executeUpdate() methods and don’t return a ResultSet 

 The Model B program style is used to execute SQL requests that use the executeQuery() 

method, which returns a ResultSet 

 

Questions : 

 

 

1. What are the steps involved in basic JDBC operations? Describe the cooperation 

synchronization and competition synchronization in message passing?  

2. What is Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)?  



3. What are the types of JDBC Drivers? 

4. What is Connection pooling and why we use this? 

5. Describe about sorting of records. 

6. Define Record Listener 

7. Justify the searching a record in records system 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  

 

1.  Which attribute in the record store server same purpose of Primary key    [B ] 
  A. foreign key  
  B. record_ID  
 C. Record_name 
  D. record_value  
2. Which method close the record store and release the resources                            [ 
A ]  
A. closeRecordStore() 
 B. openRecordStore() 
 C. createRecordStore() 
 D. exitRecordStore() 

3.  Which method used to write record in to a record store      [A ]     
A.addRecord() 
 B. removeRecord() 
 C. writeRecord() 
 D. readRecord() 
4.Which of the following gives enumeration of records       [A ]  
A. enumerateRecords() 
 B. recordEnumeration() 
 C. Enumeration 
 D. recordTraverse() 
5. How many types of drivers to connect to J2ME application      [ D]  
A. One 
 B. Two 
 C. Three 
 D. Four 
6. A J2ME application supplies database access using  JDBC  interface 

7. The query is sent to the DBMS using the executeQuery() method  
 8. numRecords() method determines the number of records in the record enumeration .  

 9. isKeepUpdate() method maintain automatic keep updation in record enumeration .  

10. matches()  method in RecodFilter Interface used to check one record against another record .  

  

 

 

Unit – V: Generic Connection framework 

 

Important Points / Definitions: 

 

 The CLDC defines an extremely flexible API for network connections, the generic 

connection framework. 

  All the connections are created by one common method, Connector.open(): 



 Different types of communication are created from the same method. The connection type 

can be file I/O, serial port communication, datagram connection, or an HTTP connection, 

depending on the string parameter passed to the method.the parameter(s  

 The core GCF is contained in the javax.microedition.io package and is based around the 

Connection interface. 

 MIDP 2.0 requires support of HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) connection) 

 

 

Questions : 

 

1. List different HTTP Commands? 

2. Write syntax to make socket connection?  

3. Write syntax to create file protocol?  

4. List out different HTTP Request methods?  

5. Explain about session management?  

6. List out different protocols used for communication?  

7.  Explain the hierarchy of Generic connection Framework?  

8.  Describe the Input stream and output stream classes?  

 

Fill in the blanks / choose the Best:  

 

1.The heart of the Generic Connection framework is:     [B] 

A. javax.microedition.Connection 

B. javax.microedition.Connector 

C. javax.microedition.StreamConnection 

D. javax.microedition.HttpConnection 

2 What is the correct syntax, using the Generic Connection framework, to open an HTTP 

connection:           [C] 

A. Connection c = Connection.open(“http://developer.java.sun.com”); 

B. Connector c = Connector.open(“http://developer.java.sun.com”); 

C. Connection c = Connector.open(“http://developer.java.sun.com”); 

D. Connector c = Connection.open(“http://developer.java.sun.com”); 

 
3.Which of the following techniques can be used for wireless session tracking?    [B] 
A. Cookies 
B. URL Rewriting  
C. Hidden Fields 
D. None of the above 

4.Which Of The Following Statements Is True Regarding The Generic Connection Framework:   [B] 
A. The CLDC provides an implementation for the HTTP protocol. 

B.All MIDP implementations must provide support for the HTTP protocol. 

C. The MIDP provides implementation for datagram and socket connections. 
D.None 

 

5.  Connection is the base interface, the root of the connection interface hierarchy. 

6. The connect_string has a format of  three parts: protocol, target, and params. 



7.  The CLDC connector mode that opens connection in both read and write mode READ_WRITE . 

8.   The _network_ address uniquely identifies each computing device on a network  

9.  javax.microedition.io  package including the seven connections from the Generic Connection 
framework in CLDC and the HttpConnection in MIDP 

10. The Connection interface has close() method to close the connection 

11. This method  openInputStream () opens a data input stream from the connection. 


